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I.INTRODUCTION

              At high energies a large fraction of the apparently

constant total cross section is inelastic, making up

80 - 85% of the total. Multiple particle production is

common, and the problem of organization of data is

very pressing. Theoretical considerations, no matter

how rudimentary, can be very helpful here. Much of the

recent theoretical work in this area has dealt with

specific models constructed to fit certain deep, funda-

mental ideas (e.g. the "bootstrap" hypothesis; quantum
.

field theory), and some interesting predictions have

1       emerged from these models. A closer examination of

many of these predictions show that they often emerge

from a few simple, almost model-independent assumptions.

Thus multiperipheral models share factorization of

matrix elements and dominance of low momentum transfer,

high sub-energy range of variables.

In the following report/-Eertain aspects of present

theoretical thinking about multiparticle reactions are

presented in this model-independent
manne- .

Section II

deals with the kinematics. The multiperipheral point

of view is described in Section III. Limiting distribu-

tions, and in particular the one-particle distribution.

       measured in
the "inclusive" process

A + B -4 C + anything

are discussed in Section IV, while diffractive processes
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form the subject of Section V. In the last Section VI

we discuss speculations about the extension of Reggeism

to inclusive reactions, and give a brief, impressionistic,&

discussion of the promise of a new phenomenology arising

out of the identification of inclusive cross sections

with discontinuities in thee-particle scattering .matrix

elements, made by Mueller. Comparison with experimental

data is made, whenever possible, but it is a new field

that we are discussing, and relatively little is known.

It is probably more accurate to describe the report as

a preview, rather than a review , and it is certainly

not meant to be a complete guide to the theoretical
Ci work that has been done on multiparticle reactions:

Hopefully it will serve the purpose of providing a frame-

work within which the growing number of experimental

results may be evaluated, and a relatively painless

introduction to the field for novices.

+ The formidable list of omitted topics includes Bethe-

Salreter type treatments of multiperipherism, bootstrap

1        models, multi-Veneziano dual models, statistical models,

partons and partial summations of Feynman graphs.
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II.KINEMATICS

i               The reaction

A(Pa) + B(Pb)   Cl(k.11) + (2(k2) + ... + Cn(kn)

is characterized by the matrix element  M(pa'pb;kl'k2,0..kn)
3

in which the dependence on spin is suppressed. The cross

sectien for the reactien is given by+

4       n     13 1-do-, 131)   11 0-11 IM (p.,ib; 1:...6.1  S lp.+pb- E 12.)
1 Fab    i =, 2 k.6

(2.1)

where

F., , ((t.'P,)= - rnt Mnb )
\'/L

(2.2)

++
We will find it convenient to introduce the variaoles

*0 3
k:  =  k.  f hz

k.   ,    C le:, hz) (2.3)

and write the four-vector as k2 =  (  k+  'k  '  k-  ).  The

+The states are normalized according to CPI  '> = 2Pes(F- p')
++V             These variables, to my knowledge, were first used by
Wilson (63); they have proved very useful in quantum elec-
trodynamics, e.c. Chang and Ma (68), Kogut and Soper (70)

and are related to the better known Sudakev variables

(Sudakov (1956); Halliday and Saunders (69)).
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mass shell condition

./                                            r
1

hz    k+ ki - ki mi (2.4).<

then implies that
1

i                mic
ki = -*-=.*/.-

(2.5)ki

where We have introduced the convenient hotation

2                                      1.
rn j i            =         rn i           +        k i (2.6)

=              These variables have the advantage that they transform

o         simply under boosts along the 3-direction. Since

k"     =     co,6  <    k '     +    s i n 6  4     k 3

k   '            =          s, n  M    *         k '        +      c o s  t,     *          k  3

(2.7)

where

- 0/1
cosh d ( I - Ve)

(2.8)

we have

I
k+ - e 4   k +

0 k-'      =       e-a k-
(2.9)

and, of course

h'   k              (2.10)
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We shall find it useful to make use of the following

parametrization
9O

k:  mli el

- vikc  rn*,· e (2.11)
*

in terms of which a boost in the 3-direction corresponds

to a translation in  Yi

9c    vi + 04
(2.12)

Ratios like  k /k   are invariant under the boosts, as,

of course, are the scalar products

ki. kj 1 (k+ kj + *I k; )- .bc . kiz                                      (2.13)

The phase space

J &„  = it ,      S   (r.  +  h  -    f k. ) (2.14)
d3 kc

t=I 2 ki
L =,

may be rewritten in several ways. If we write
"

A   16  „         =            1-T      J*k<      S   (Ili-  mi)     et  k'    1    S      (r.  +  P,   -         k..)1=,
Lrl

4   1 Jk:  d ki  d' ki  S (k+ kI - rnic) 8 (k; J"   2
b                                                 i =,

2   S      C     i     k· )     S   (P:     +     t: -       i     1' :    )
4=,

%(N + Pb-- i kI)
L=I
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where the 3-directioh is determined by Pa  when particle B

1 is at rest (the laboratory frame), then carrying out the

dk   integrations leaves
t

n dk+ - b +
d f" -1-      IT                 i     d    k,    S C  Z   k, )   S  (P:   ,     f:   -   E:    k i   j

2"- I 60, R i
' + -

2

s (Pr + P:- F.  r': , ) (2.15)Ct, R':

In terms of the "rapidity" variables+ Yi , we have
+

J k L dy,

and hence

+     4       9210

'                             d  PE"   =      21-   11,  3 3...1,13     S  1 1.  t. )   S (   R  +   1''   -   E.   mice    )
O- 9: 1 (2.16)

S  (  to  +   th   -        m* £    6          

In the laboratory frame

pa    =     C rn.  €7,      0,       rn.  e-  Y 

/6      (r n i•   0'  rr,6 ,
Y

5 'AS rn a   rn 6    e
(2.17)

for large  s = (Pa + Pb)2 , so that
Y n 9&\

J #2.-  2l-  f dy, J.-k,  S(i k.)S (m.e-Il m*,· e  7
M - 9: \ (2.18)

1                                                                                     S  (rn,  -     21   m *,   e         )
L 6%

+ The name is due to Feynman (69). The first extensive use

of that variable may be found in DeTar (71).

-1
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with the last form only valid in the laboratory frame

(particle B at rest).  To obtain the expression in the

t,

projectile frame (particle A at rest) we multiply all th
e

(+) variables by  e-   and the (-) variables by
eY in

(2.16).

There is another choice of variables that has

proved useful in the multiperipheral approach to multi-

particle production. These are the s-called Toller

variables constructed by Bali, Chew and Pignotti (67)·

We shall make but little use of them, and therefore

limit ourselves to a brief description.

The variables are most easily understood with ref-

erence to the multiperipheral graph (Fig. 1 ). They

consist of

(i) a set of  n-1  "momentum transfers"

t, =  9,  =   (P•-k,)2
t z       =          9 2      =             C  V.-   1:,-   k,)1

1                                                             \2                              1
t n-' 9 n-, (A -k,- ka-... - kn.,) =    (Pi- b.)

(2.19)

(ii)  a set of  n-1  "sub-energy variables":

here a possible choice might be  s12 ' 823 ' ... s  ,n-i,n

where, more generally
10

2

sij  =   C k& +  kN,  + . . .  +  kj ) (2.20)

Actually a better choice from the point of view of

 1
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generalizing the Regge "Ansatz" is to introduce the

quantities analogous to the  cos et ' where  Ct  is

v       the center of mass scattering angle in the t-channel.

In a reaction

A+B--4C+D

with (c.m.energy)2 = s  and momentum transfer between

C and A  given by  t , we have

1 Z 2 \

t (25 +E-Z) + (mi-mb)(mc-m.,
cos   e b

J A l t,  rn: .m i  )   1 A   (t,  rn    ,  rnD

(2.21)

where
1                     Z                      1

E                            m=       +     mb        +      roc       +       m d

A(*,9,2) A  + 8  + 11- 2xB - 292 2zx/

(2.22)

The analogous variable for the sub-graph describing the

scattering of particles described by the momenta

(9i.,1 + (-9£L+I 'i    -,      (k, ·1       +      (k c. ,  )

t

is, in the notation of Bali et al.
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t

tr(29 +  ti  -  E) +  (m& - ti., 1/ rn£„ -  tr*,)
coS h I

..........
i,i*,

&,6+,
,/A (ti, tr.,. mr)   J A ( ti , ti.,,  7+, 1

(2.23)

where

1 1

Z  t. + t. +       rri i       +      rri i* ,
6-t L+,

k                      r n                                                                                                                                                               (2.2 4)

According to Toller (65)  on whose original analysis this

1       work is based, the 3 are real and range from  0 to 00r, i+,

independently of the other variables.

(iii) To complete the total of  3n - 4  independent variables

we need n-2 "Toller angles", which are in a one-to-one

correspondence with the internal vertices in the multi-

peripheral graph. They are defined by Bali et al. as

follows:

Go into the rest frame of  ki  where the spatial

components of the two adjacent momentum transfers point

in the same direction. Then consider the rigid rotation

about this axis of all momenta standing on the left of the

vertex  i  and the independent rigid rotation of all

momenta standing on the right. The difference of these
I

two rotation angles is the variable  CO   , which has

a range 0 to 2 lr.

We shall make little use of these variables and
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therefore refer the reader to the papers of Bali et al.

for the expression of the phase space in terms of them
k'

and for more details that will be of no interest to us.

in conclusion, it is useful to get an idea of the

magnitudes of some of the quantities which we may want

to treat as "large" or "small". With

S -  IM   + 2Mf EL  =  (2 E€m z

we have the following table (in units of GeV).

1           1
4                                     1 4:jill

111'ER,UK.ov

NAL CERN
ISR

Ec r    =    3 0  GevEL= 30 GiV  EL .70 GeV  EL= Foo G€V
Fer protin

5      58     
133

1

140 3600
r                  1

JE 7.6 11· 6 30·7 60

lois 4·06 4·91
 

4·84 8.20

At the same time the range in log(log s) is 1.40 - 2.10.

We mention this only  as a reminder that whereas in theory

the limit  s -* 00 implies that  J  , log s and log(log s)
"

all approach 00 , in practice these quantities are

finite and sometimes numerically small.
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..91
Another quantity of interest is  mA r (r,1 +b-) . We have

the following table (in units of GeV).

4

|k' O.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

Tr 0.06 0.18 0.38 0.66

2
mi f 6.60 0.72 0.92 1.20

W 0.91 1.04 1.24 1.52

2 0.24 0·41 0.62 0.82
1T

m1 9 0.78 O.99 0.9C 1.09

N 0.96 1.02 1.11 1.14

i
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III. THE MULTIPERIPHERAL POINT OF VIEW

The early qualitative and sometimes quantitative,
./

successes in explaining the dominant features of two-

body cross sections in terms of one-particle ( or,

later, Regge pole) exchanges, naturally led to the

extension of this mechanism to many-particle reactions+.

For example, the reaction

+-
n- + -1 11-    + n + rt

may be represented by the graph shown in Fig. 2 a.

The sub-graph may be viewed as representing pion-
'li

pion scattering, with one pion off. the mass shell and

for the outgoing pion sub-energy sufficiently above

the resonance region --- so that the quasi-two-body

reactions

1 1-   +     p     -4      9 0 (f' ) +11.

are excluded, that process may be dominated by a

single particle (f) exchange. Thus the process

may be described by the graph shown in Fig. 2 b.

The generalization of this to  n  particles in the

final state is shown in fig. 3 .  One need not

+The extension was independently suggested by Goebel (61) and

t        by Amati, Bertocchi, Fubini, Stanghellini and Tonin (62).

The very extensive work of the last set·of authors, known

as the ABFST model, was very nicely summarized by Fubini (63).
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restrict oneself to elementary particle exchange; Regge

pole exchange is perfectly consistent with the multi-

·       peripheral view.

A multiple pion production matrix element represented

by fig.  3  will be described by

Ivt     G. (t,) t, -,e  'lw'r (s:3, 8,3;  ,,  3.E    &3       1
t 3  -141

M ,  C 5.-2.n-' , 6 n.i,n-1 ;      t n-'   '    E n- ,  3

2     1-     1       Gb    (t n. , ) (3.1)64-0 F

'.

Here the  G(t) represent form factors and the

M.,(823' 923; tl't3) etc. are pion-pion scattering matrix

elements with the incident pions off shell. Such matrix

elements may be taken from experiment, together with some

assumption about the effects of going off-shell, or they

may be taken from theoretical models that incorporate

resonance dominance or Regge pole exchange.+  In the

latter form, presumably both Pomeron and  r  - fo

contributions should be taken into account. If Regge

poles rather than pions are exchanged --- and these

could be Pomeron, r  as well as pion trajectories,

consistent with G-parity conservation, an  expression
¥

+For a discussion of such a model, see Chew, Rogers and

Snider (70).
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of the form
/ of, (t,) \ «Ect,)

/ I/

Y: ( t,, t, )  < sil 1
M                     G.,  C , . )     l    5.- ) \ 50 /

j in-,(tn-' )

· · · ·    Y„.,  (t„-, ,  t„-,)  (sn-,In l
66- -C:   - )

    50  J

(3.2)

would be appropriate, with the 7 (ti,ti+1 ) describing

the coupling of two trajectories to a particle. In

obtaining the above form, a Regge Ansatz has been made

for the amplitude describing

"Reggeon" + "Reggeon" ---4 T + 1r
4

and the dependence on the Toller angles has been left

out. With either form it has usually been assumed that
.

it is not necessary to add up all the graphs ef the type

shown in fig. 1 that correspond to the many permutations

of the outgoing momenta, i.e. that a particular ordering

of momenta is dominant. +

Crucial to the formulation of all multiperipheral

points of view are the following assumptions:

The matrix element M(pa'pb;kl '... kn )  is largest in

the region of phase space in which

(i) all the momentum transfers  ti  are bounded

1       + This is an important ingredient in the use of the multi-

peripheral amplitudes to calculate, using unitarity, the

two-particle cross section. With a single graph something
like an integral equation can be set up, and most "bootstrap"
results have been derived from such equations.
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(ii)  Subenergies  si,i+1  or  cluster subenergies are large,

and

        the matrix element in this kinematical region has certain

factorization properties.

All of these statements need detailed discussion.+

(i)  It is well known that two-particle cross sections show

a strong decrease with increasing  t : for elastic scat-
++

tering the dependence

ac. at
- f (s)  edt (3.3)

with     a.   6   -8 (GeV/c) is typical; for inelastic two-
-2

.., body reactions the behavior is

d ar 2 4 (O) -2 2(4 '( 01  6, s )t
- G(t) s      e
dt (3.4)

where  *'Co) - 1 (GeV/c)-2  and  G(t)  is a relatively

slowly varying function of t. It seems natural to extend

this kind of dependence to each subgraph in the multi-

peripheral chain, which describes the scattering of two

off-shell objects ( "virtual particles" or "Reggeons" )

to yield two real particles. This assumption leads to

a prediction: the transverse momental kil of the pro-I ..

+Much of what follows is discussed by Zachariasen and
Zweig (67).t

++
All the  ti are spacelike. In the rest frame of B all

the  q9 > 0  for energy conservation; in the rest frame
1

of A all the qo < 0 for the same reason. This is only

possible if the  qi  are spacelike, 1.e. the  ti < O.
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duced particles are also bounded.

Let us work in the center of mass frame. At high

        energies we may take

p.-      ( ,/3    .     0    ,    mt/,/K  )

K   =    (m: /#i   ,   O,   fE  )
(3.5)

If we write

Ql = ki + k2 +000+ ki

Q2 = ki+1 +     + kn (3.6)

Ql = Ml  ;  Q2 =M2
2222

then momentum conservation leads to

2,  + 9:= 0

-s      .     Q;    +   Q       =     QI   +    (M:  +  9: ) /Q I

,/5   :Z    (2;  +  0-z   =  (M,2 + -Qi)/QI    + QI (3.7)

* 1:
Note that  Ql ,Q 2>0· Now

t ,     =     (01   -   f. )z-       M,z     +    ml-     pa+Q,-     Pa-Q;
r-       M,1+ 9  ma +

1.

M$ + rna  - v s - - Qi
01           V5

+1. , '·/Ts .\ ,/T 2
ma   (1-       -   M.   1   -4  ,  -    -Q,. \Q: / Q+   -

(3.8)

Since  Ql >  0  and   JK /Q l  >  1, the first term is
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bounded. The other two terms are both negative, as is

ti , and hence the boundedness of  ti  implies the

boundedness of the two terms separately. From this we

deduce  that    J / Ql cannot  get very large,     M      can

only get large if ,/E/ Q  ---4 1 , and  1  must be
l

bounded.   Thus   |   E kr  I is bounded  for  all  i   ,   and
'.8

hence all the Ikil ane bounded.

The experimental situation  is  that  the  | k. 1  are'-1

indeed bounded, with

< ki> E <lk|> =  0.3.- 0,4 Gev/c  (3.9)
,.

This average value is almost independent of particle

species, though it may be increasing slightly with

the mass of the particle; at cosmic ray energies it

may be increasing slowly, perhaps like  log s , and

it increases slowly with the multiplicity at a given

energy+. This, almost universal limitation on the

transverse momentum is perhaps the most striking

characteristic of high energy reactions.

It is interesting to note that the two body
at                    2

t-dependence, e (a=6- 8(GeV/c)  ) translates

into++

fJn e„t (fs<"e),-<k i> = . . - - - -        = 0.32 -0.34 Ge V/c
f   J fL        e d t

(3.10)

+ See, for example Turkot (68) or Elbert et al. (68)
++ See, for example Quigg (71).

8                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         1
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Fig. 4 shows a typical distribution of transverse momenta.

(ii)  Let us next consider the statement:"subenergies  si,i+1

are large" and see what its implications are.

For any adjacent pair of outgoing momenta

sc.i., = C ki.+ ki.,)  = rni + rr¢.,  +  C kf leT.,  + 1 i k+   "t *,

-  2 13'. .  be.,

For this to be large, with bounded transverse momenta,

it follows from

6+k:  - m= (  k+  / 14„  )-6   iti -
.L (iti)

6:    6: = rn'.       C  kt.,    /   kt   )-     Al -&+0
'

i li

that  either  ki /k+"'          or      kA,    / kt must be much larger

than 1 . Now the boundedness of

1                              -L

t,    =     C   p.-   k,)z  =      m i    +    m f              (li    -     k,+    )   C     -Tl     _          rn * ,      
f TE  k,+

implies that 12; *- 0(,8 ), and this means that k2 cannot

be much larger than  kl .  Making use of the boundedness

of the  ti  we can thus show that  si,i+1 >>  1  (in units
of (GeV)2, say) implies that

k:  / k:.,   > > 1 (3.11)

,t
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This is described as strong ordering.+

In the strong ordering limit the form of the matrix

element (3.2) becomes very plausible. The matrix element

may, with the help of

+
2      kiSi, l., Se nnicit,) (3.12)

k:l *e

be written in the form

M     f. C k..k.... k.) /Ir,+ \'.1'.  / hz+ )4.1'.,).  1  :1- 1«--,le.-0)lk: 1 1 ht k.")'        3

(3.13)

which shows very clearly the factorization property of the

matrix element. This form satisfies the formulation of

the factorization hypothesis given by Wilson (63) many

years ago:

Particles that are relativistic to each other

(and this includes the incident particles) have

their momenta  k   appear in separate factors

in expressions that must be manifestly inva-

+ Strong ordering appears to follow from dynamical arguments;
Fubini (63) obtains it by (i) maximizing the one-pion exchange

matrix element     1,1   (ti    -  ft )-1 subject to the mass shell-L
'1           Constraints,  and (ii) by assuming that   (8/ p= ) r.* 6 >>  1.

The second requirement, as will become clear, is very
similar to the requirement that all the subenergies be large.
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riant under boosts along the z axis.

Using only this very general statement of factorization and

the strong ordering kinematics, a number of conclusions can

be drawn.

Momentum conservation in the center of mass frame

+ St 1+JE  .  k,   +  Ra  + . . . +  Rn

49;   =     k;    +     ki    +...   +      k n

(3.14)

and the condition (3.11) imply that

+

k:   =   'fE    = K (3.15)

and, similarly

k n         .                              P:                                                                                        (3.1 6)

We call the particles with momenta  kl  and  kn leading

particles, and we may estimate the fraction of the energy

carried off by them in the following way:

Let the ratio

Ar#/k  = rl+I (3.17)

be the same for all i so that
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JI                                                  k*                         k+            6 +                                               6+                  k  . ,                      51+- 1  +   _1  +    - .  _11_  t. . .  +  - · -
3

k+   kt  k* k* kn+., k+  k,+1 n-1

' +1+1 +..0 +  1 -r rl r n-'

l=
1 -('/r)

Hence

ki
.-I - (3.18)
45                   r

where  r  is supposed to be large. It may be estimated

in the following way: we write

s rn= P  rn=      fi  . k: *„00             k:
6 ---- 6 -*I -....

V                    k+      k+                k +       b +1 b

./

t | M-1 tnin   r    .  ---.---  -.----
mb  .RT

' rn: ki;
1. rn-4

mi n          (1-     '/r  ) 

Thus, very roughly+

+ The condition for strong ordering obtained by Fubini (63)

(see footnote on p. 19 ) is, according to eq. (3.19) just
the condition that  r  be much larger than 1 .
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-

:s      Rzr
(3.19)r ss --1

< mt>   1

There is consequently a relation between r, s and the

number of particles produced

R         Zogs- + const (3.20)

Zogr

Since a typical subenergy in the middle of the multi-

peripheral chain is

'-    k,      2SL / L ./ TE rril (6„) - . n-ii r (3.21)
ktLtl

we may use the general notion of factorization, with its

implication that what goes on in the middle of the chain

is decoupled from the ends, to argue that S,A+, and

hence r should be independent of  s . Thus the multi-

peripheral point of view strongly suggests a  log s  de-

pendence for the multiplicity.

A recent cosmic-ray experiment on p-p interactions

between 90 and 800 GeV  ( Jones et al (70))  yielded+

E            as           1·     07      :t       .1  5       tog     5          + c o n s t. (3.22).

+ The experiment yields the multiplicity of charged parti-

cles, which we have multiplied by 3/2 . This number is subject

to some uncertainties. For further discussion see p. 26 .
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This would imply that

r  = 2.4 - 2.9 (3.23)

which could hardly be called "very large".

In terms of the rapidity variables  Yi introduced

in (2.11) and (2.17), eq.(3.20)  reads

Y
n             + const, (3.24)

&9 r

i.e.  log r is the average spacing between the  y  values

of the particles. Factorization, i.e. decoupling of

particles is associated with large r , i.e. large

spacing in y , and the multiplici-ty measurements indi-

cate that the average spacing is not very large.

There is more evidence along the same lines.

An analysis of the reaction

I r- + t- +  T r-t x + r
|-*  TT +  + 1-

at 25 GeV by Lipes et al. (69) shows that events with

s]Clr 3 2 GeV2 and   sxp )  4 GeV2, further constrained

to eliminate events in which one of the pions from X

resonates with either the final proton or 7T- , and

constrained to the low momentum transfer region ( the

                        cut        t    +   2tlr  | <  0.8     was   made)   form
only about   12  %

of the total four-prong events. Thus at this energy

with this multiplicity, events with large subenergies

are rare.
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Finally, it is reported that if final particles from a

multiple-production reaction are ordered according to the

kz , then the mean subenergy of a neighboring pion pair

is less than, or of the order of 1 GeV.+ These observa-

tions can be met as follows:

(i) One may decide to concentrate on the large subenergy

region, even though there are not many events in it, and

test Multi-Regge exchange theory ( as exemplified by

(3.2) ) there.

(ii) One may decide to use (3.2) or more sophisticated

variants thereof outside of its strict region of applica-

bility, by appealing to duality. This has proved quite

successful in some cases, e.g. in the analysis of

++

r  +  r   -+    r   +   T I-    +  6

at 28.5 GeV/c  (Berger (69)) and in other reactions,.,

reviewed very carefully by Ranft (70), but the appeal to

duality leaves one uneasy in reactions involving prima-

rily pions. Fig. 5 from the review by Fox (69)

indicates the discrepancy between respnant amplitudes

and Regge amplitudes in pion-pion scattering.

(iii) One may conclude, as we do, that the matrix

+ The report by. Z.Ajduk, L. Michejda and W.Wojcik is referred

to in Chew et al (70). I have not seen the paper; whatever the

         energy range and multiplicities considered, the energy is
presumably no larger than 25 GeV, i.e. that these results

confirm and extend the analysis by Lipes et al. quoted earlier.
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element .M(pa'pb;kl,...kn)  is factorizable, but not ne-

cessarily in terms of two-particle scattering amplitudes,

but perhaps in terms of products of amplitudes of the

form

(Particle)1 + (particle)2 --4 (cluster)1 + (cluster)2

Such clusters may or may not be resonances.

The fact that clusters must occur at higher energies

follows from kinematics: in the center of mass frame

we have

a  +                                                      +

J5      3       1 2,       +      k:        +   ...    +       kn

(3.25)

fF      z         k-      +      k I    +...    +       le -1

+
Suppose we order the  ki  so that

+

4,+  >  hZ > · · · > *-
(3.26)

k.71, +     ,    k; / 1,;and for each event plot the values of
+  /1 +

..... kn.,/Rn the following things can happen:

(i) all of the ratios are of the same order of magnitude;

if all of the  k+ 's are small ( of order 1, say) then

there must be many of them, leading to multiplicities

of order J  .  This is not observed.  All the   k+' s cannot

be large, however, since if they were, all of the  k- 's

o       would be small, again in conflict with (3.25).

(ii) There is a number of breaks in the sequence of

ratios. The particles with momenta for which the ratios
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are of order 1, form a cluster; the next  group after the

break again form a cluster, and so on. Fig. 6 shows the

clustering corresponding to

k+/k+ , k+/kf,... kf,/1,  - 011)
k;    /   k +          > >       14+,

k+   / k +
k A,/k      -     0  (1)i*t C+1 #

k:  / k.r.1 >> 1

k Z .   /   k i. ,     ,     ....           k i t.     /  *+         _         0   (  1  )

Given ·the clustering, there are again two possibilities:

(a) the number of clusters remains fixed as the energy

increases, or

(b) the number of clusters grows as the energy increases,

perhaps like log s.

There is also the possibility that there are two contribu-

tions to the matrix element: one, which we call "diffrac-

tive" which has one or two clusters, the other, multi-

peripheral, which has a growing number of clusters.

If we  assume  that  the  W's  and  K' s  in the cosmic ray

data come from clusters (or resonances) that produce 2 -

3 particles each, on the average, then the number of

clusters will be, according to (3.22)

(3.27)
R                     0.4     to gs          +        c o n s t  .
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and hence for the clusters,

r -- 12 (3.28)

which is certainly large enough to be consistent with the

starting premise. In terms of the  y  variables, we have

pairs or triplets of points that are now more widely

separated in  y .

A relation like (3.18), written in terms of cluster

momenta, shows that the leading clusters carry off Z 90%

of the energy. If these consist of 2-3 particles, it is

not unreasonable to expect that  50 - 60 % of the energy

should.be carried off by the most energetic of them. This

is indeed what is observed.

The multiperipheral point of view also allows some

conjectures regarding the distribution of multiplicities

about the mean. The simplest conjecture, based on the

strong ordering limit in which all particles are uncor-

related, is that of a Poisson distribution. The probabi-

lity of finding  n  particles is given by

- A     AA
p              e - (3.29)n         n:

The  factor in front ensures  that     YZ P    =  1  ; the relative4 n
probability of finding n particles is  kn/ n! with

the denominator factor present because we are considering

only one species of particles. The significance of  A
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is seen from

-A r n AnR =  L n P„       e      L.  -         A                        (3.30)M             n  n .

If we believe that all particles are uncorrelated, then

charged pions, which are actually the particles detected+ ,

will also obey a Poisson distribution, with

-k   nc 2 0.7 415 + 2.2 (3.31)

according to Jones et al. (70).  The values of X are

5 and 7 at BNL-CERN and NAL energies, respectively.
)

The table below lists Pn  corresponding to these values

of A , and gives us an idea of the probability of

large fluctuations about the mean value.

Values of Pn

n A=5 A=7

24 0.176 9.1 x 10-
6 0.145 .15

8                  6.5 x 10-2 .13
-9 -2

10 1.8 x 10
-

7.1 x 10

12 3.1 x 10-3 2.6 x 10-2

14 4.2 x 10-4 7.1 x 10-3

16 1.5 x 10-3

18 - 2.3 x 10-4

+ K production appears to be small. See, for example

Abolins et al.(70), Diddens et al.(64) and Ranft (70),
all of which indicate tS  5% effects.
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Comparison with 25 GeV data of Elbert et al. shows that

the ratios are in reasonable agreement the Poisson distri-

-        bution.

No. of charged 4         6         8 10 12 14
tracks

OR (mb) from
Elbert et al. 7.0  4.7 1.7 0.6 .09 .01

Poisson distr.
(  A  =    5) normal 7.0  5.8 2.6 0.7 .12 .02
at  n  =4C

It is clear that a pure Poisson Distribution re-

presents something of an oversimplification, since

(a) it does not take into account charge conserva-

tion, or the fact that multiperipheral events are

more likely to occur in clusters, and

(b) the experimental evidence from Elbert et al.(70)

indicates that neutral pions do not form  with-

n.. *.'1/2 Ec ' Rather, the trend is that   2-3

Ti' are formed as the number of charged tracks

varies from 4 - 14, i.e. A' production is not

completely independent. It is likely that once charge

conservation and multiperipheral resonance production
0

are taken into account, the T data will also be

explained.+

+Modified Poisson distributions that take these into

account have been studied by  Horn and Silver and by
Caneschi and Schwimmer (71). with encouraging results.
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IV. LIMITING DISTRIBUTIONS

Experience with two-particle reactions teaches us

that cross sections have a variety of s- dependences.

Diffractive processes+ remain constant as  s  grows;

processes in which an exchange of charge, i-spin,

baryon number, etc. takes place, tend to fall off

like s where 4 (0) , the intercept of the++  2k(0)-2

leading trajectory carrying the appropriate quantum

numbers,always  5 1/2. Thus at high energies many

cross sections become very tiny, and it is important

to identify quantities that approach nonvanishing

limits as s  -4 00  .  This  cannot be done in a model

independent way.

Benecke, Chou, Yang and Yen (69) hypothesize that

what happens in a collision of two hadrons is that

the hadrons shatter into fragments. In the laboratory

frame, the fragments of the projectile will have

momenta that are fractions of the initial momentum

of the projectile. Since the fragment momenta increase

without limit as S -0 00 , any distribution of

momenta of fragments of the projectile will not

+ For further discussion see  Sec.V.
20(/i)-2

++ The prediction from Regge theory is that d a/d b     .   C  L t  )  S

With observed linear trajectories a (t) = < (0) + 0('t   and
relatively smooth  C(t), the integration over  t , be it

the kinematically allowed range -s<t <O,o r a finite
range -T  <  t       <      0   ,    leads   to the behavior         s20(  (0) -2

within factors of log s.
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have a limit in the laboratory frame. The target will

also fragment. In the laboratory frame the target "sees"

-       a very thin disk of hadronic matter hitting it; as the

energy increases, the disk gets thinner, but as soon as

the thickness is small compared to the size of the

relevant hadronic bits that interact, the energy in-

crease will no longer affect the target. Hence in the

laboratory frame, momentum distributions of the target

fragments approach a limit as  s -4 00 . Similarly,

in the rest frame of the projectile, momentum distri-

butions of the projectile fragments approach a limit

as S -+ 00 .

If we compare this picture with that of the multi-

peripheral model, we see that what BCYY are talking about

are the clusters at the two ends of the multiperipheral

chain. In the latter model, however, the bulk of the

multiple production comes from the middle of the chain.

The fragmentation point of view can accommodate such

an effect (Fig. 7 b ); BCYY following earlier terminology

refer to this as the pionization component. Roughly

speaking, in terms of the discussion following eq. (3.26)

the existence of a single break in the ratio of the  k+ 's

corresponds to fragmentation alone, while two breaks

would describe a sharply differentiated pionization

component. At finite energies the separation of momenta

into the three classes: projectile fragments, k  NO ( s ),

pionization products,  kir., 0  ( fE ), target fragments,
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kir, 0  ( 1) becomes more difficult, since  it is impossible

to distinguish between a particularly slow projectile frag-

-       ment and a particularly fast target fragment. We will see

later how this difficulty can, partially, be overcome.

The distribution most easily measured is the one-

particle distribution. This is obtained by integrating

over all momenta but one, and summing over the number of

particles produced. If we write eq. (2.1) in the labora-

tory frame

(21r 14 n d12+
Cl  o r(n,    C h, . . .      k.1 2/ .      lT      -1    Ji  k r    S  ( I   k: )

2S , =B 2 12+     '-

5 (s/m, - I kI ) S (mb-Il,I ) 1 M (p..P.; k... 6.) ' 

  Jk  •• 1,& S (I 5&) S (n<b -Ik: )-  Tr -rF '.-le, ni - iz
S   ( rn,-  I  k:)    IMI

then

d a c" )   ( k )  =    slkt   J' 1,
- 1  TT     _   dz ke    S( .4  +   ,;i ' · 1,

1            1'   n -'      d  k*

k t                         (n- ,1 1    J   & = ,            'r:
6  +

B-1 + \ ,--  IE)6  ( -k*-  I   k r     )   S  (mb-6        ia,

1 Fl   C P. .P,1   k k .... 1.--,)11 (4.1)

gives the cross section for finding a particle with momentum

k  , given that there are  n  particles in the final state.
I

The factor appears when the particles that(n-/)1

are integrated over are identical, and the reason for it is

the following:
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„

if the particles are all identical, then M is a symmetric

function of all the  k' s. To associate the variables  k

with particles, we must make a definite rule, e.g. that+

It +          k+    >  . . .    > k+ (4.2)1 >

In the phase space integration in (4.2) we may either

follow this definition in the limits of integration, or,

more conveniently, we integrate all momenta over all of

phase space, and take multiple counting into account

by dividing by  (n - 1)! .  The distribution of

interest, measured in a one-arm spectrometer experiment

of the type

A + B ---4 C (k) + "anything"

is given by

F.       d  cr c"  C k  ) 5 -ok       f ,    1  k+,     h  ;  s)
d k+    iz

(4.3)

The hypothesis of BCYY is that

r n-,  dle,  -
f,    1   k+,  k   ;  4 )   =      21     i;hi :      j   Tr        2   J'ke    S  ...1   M    1 26 + - (4.4)nit 4=l   Ki

+This has nothing to do with "strong ordering", which is a sta-

tement about the matrix element, but merely tells us which

momentum we will call kl ' which  k2 ,... If there are several
species of particles we may use the labeling  kin , ALK , 4,r,-.

and we will get factorials (n -,1 ! n E' ·-•  in the denominator.
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approaches a limit as s -1 00 , and that the limit descri-

bes the one-particle fragmentation distribution of the target.

The mean multiplicity of fragments may be expressed

in terms of this distribution function:

,   r 42 dh'                          2
-                1 1     -;:+     d'  k &      S...            I   Fl      I

-
Ze n: j i=, Mi

n.

I .          ih             f    Ti             42       d'   k,      S    ...             I   Fl    I.'J i=, kit
r n-,

49 (Jt,F  f t' : J, h  .1  ].,  d.!::: J. k, S .. .  1 MI"'6, k
BL

0-+O,    (S)

d.k:    a'k       f   (k +,   -k,  s)k+
(4.5)

0-,M   (0

The delta function         S    (mb   -   k-   -     ' ki    )   in (4.1) shows

that, since all the  ki >  0,

k-   mb - f      ki-          <       r m b
£=, (4.6)

If the particles "1"1"   "01'6. . . . . "n-1"  that are not

picked up by the spectrometer are all fragments of the

projectile, then  ki -' 0   ( like  1/s ) and  k-

approaches the kinematic boundary

h-                      rn 6 (4.7)

l
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The boundary is a parabola in the   k4 = tk   and kz plane

2 rn 6   k z         =           k i        +      rn 2    -    rn & (4.8)

If we look at two-particle distributions, we see that

there are two contributions: from reactions in which just

two particles are produced

(t) al k+    d k
,+

cl  O          (k,  k ' )     = --ki
,-'

J *  'k       J * .h '      S    (  .k    ,  . '  )k'+
-         1

S (A - k+ - k'+) S (mb - k- - k'-) l M, 1

=          c l k+      d  k' +
-         -       -                 d z.k      '1'h'         az     (k,   1' 0  ;  5)k¥  k'+

(4.9)

and from reactions in which more particles are produced,

but two are singled out

(n) cl 6+     J k' +

E        c' cT         C  k.  1' , )    = ..kf cl z   k              el t'k   ,
k' +       -nv3

1 dk+ .Z

'             f ii·               C      J 'k e      S  ....       1   Pi .    I6 In-,)-! l=' -L
6+ * /.-

flk.+   el 'k       Sl.k'··    d 'k '       -ZE *   I  k,1. 'i  F )
k  +                 -                 k'   +

(4.10)

BCYY conjecture that

fz   lk,   k' ; s) CT, (k, k'is) + -El (le, k'; s) (4.11)
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has a limiting form, as do the r-particle distributions

9,(k,... k. is) =  EL (k,,-k.; s) +T-, (k....k.,s)
(4.12)

-

where the CIr  and Tr are analogously defined.
The contributions to Cr come from the surface

r

L K mb (4.13)
i=,

-

while the contributions to Tr  come from the region

  kT <rnb (4.14)i=I

Note that since

1

r.    (1:,...     k.;   s)     _        s...       IFI.   1*+        21            62;ii      .  cl..,···     J„     S-           IFt.  1n=rtl

and

'      [d,+*... cl„ SI,  1 A„  'f... (k,... k...; s) = g...  i Mr., i' + 21   In-r-,i: J
N: rt t

where  we have written    di    for    J 6+ J' hi  / k':  ,
1

,

f  a' * ,     f,.,    1  "...     k.*,.s)    = Z-' ln-r )  .   '   . . ['1 r+D ... J S... IA I
In-r).  Jn = r.,

Hence, as long as we stay away from the surface (4. 3 )

we have
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f Jk  J'k  P   lk„.. hr. 1,;9\ .  n,  fr (IR,'... kris)1 -F ...  J rt,

(4.15)

-

where     n r     is the average number of particles emitted

in addition to the ones for which the momenta  kl'k2,.*.kr

are fixed.

Chou and Yang (70) observed that if we define

Ir  =   5/mi
(4.16)

then, if all the particles are identical

1

el  dz k    r 9,  (kt 3 ; s)       1               (4.17)te) k + -G

Very briefly, the proof goes as follows:

We have

dow   (k, . . .   k n ) d,    d z  . . -       cl „         g  ...     1   Fl .  1 '.

2, (k,.s) d, 57 1

F-     f     d  «.    c 4-    k.  )n=1 in-,)8 JC_'

i           n

CY+O, (5)
F        1       f  . . .   I      d  0.-    1  k. . . .    k. )L-J n'  Jn n

Since Z El )   we may write

d  v„    C  k ,-     k.  1     =       ( E    I L   >     J,    d z   . . .    J  „       S  -.      1  A      11
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Since the particles are identical, this, as an integrand

is equivalent to

_          1

d e..(k,... k„) n  E,    J, - , . -    d„    S. . .      I M„  1

Hence

,                 r          f          d cr-    I k, · ·   6.  )

1,    f,   1  k.  ,  5 1  c i t    =       E,       (n- 4<         4    -   1                          n.

,  E  3  f .0. f  d«·· 1,1... k.)
2                                                                                                  A

from which it follows that

f 1, 9, ( k, 1 s) cl     -   1 2 1   ('    f d Gr   11,·..  1, .
) (I,o,(s)

1
- n ,  J.··· J

4 n

The relation generalizes to

95(,)    f  -F  '"f          T   f,X  C k..kis)             1
d k+

(4.18)

+
where the sum is over all species of particles  (  ,1 1,
0 - , / \ , . . . . ) .T h e Chou-Yang  sum rule implies  that

f  J' 6          d  k +j        w                .f,  C *f.kis)<   ao
( k+)- (4.19)

unless it turns out that the total cross section grows

logarithmically with  s as has been suggested by some

(Cheng and Wu (70), Chang and Yan (70)), as following from
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quqntum field theory.

-             If we accept a multiplicity that grows logarithmically

with     s   ,   then,   in the limit     s   -4     00

r z. dk+1  J  1'    -   f, ( kt js ) diverges (4.20)
J                  -              k +

The simplest way of reconciling the last two relations is

to  require  that for large    k+  ( of order    sE   (6 < , )    up  )

f,  1 k+, h )   --4    f, (k) (4.21)

This implies that the one-particle distribution function

becomes

f,     1 .k   )    4-k:     Cl.k=     f,   (k  )           d  ·k
dk

k+                  Ek              (4.22)

When (4.5) is translated into  y  variables, we

obtain

Irk d Bj  9,  C -k ·9)
-n

cr                           (4.23)+Ot

and (4.21) can also be said to imply that   f, 1 k,9)    is

independent of  y  in the region away from the neighborhood

of  y = 0.

It is very enlightening to consider    , ( k,9  )

for     fixed (Fig. 8 ). The range of variables is from

y  2  Y at the upper end, corresponding to  k+ 57 s/mb '
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to     y A-  0  at the lower end, corresponding  to     k ax   =   mb o

The fact thatn  is proportional to Y implies that the

-        area under the curve of f1 vs. y must be proportional to

Y.  Fig. 8 shows several ways in which this can be achieved.

Note that near y=O w e are almost sure of seeing a

fragment of the target B; similarly near y=Y w e are most

probably seeing a fragment of the projectile A. If  9,

does not tend to zero in the region in the middle, then,

in the common usage of the term, we do have pionization,

or, to phrase it differently, we have a contribution from

the multiperipheral region. In Fig. 8a we show the distri-

bution that might correspond  to  a " fireball" model:  the

two colliding particles are excited, and subsequently

decay. As the energy goes up, they are more excited and

they  decay  into more particles.   In  this  way the multipli-

city grows with Y because the target and projectile

distributions grow. Such a distribution is not limiting,

but that does not mean that it is wrong! Experiments

will be needed to establish limiting behavior.

In Fig. 8b we show the distribution that might

correspond to what isdepicted in Fig. 7b. If the distri-

bution is to be limiting, it is necessary for the central

plateau to grow in length as Y increases. There is no

reason to insist that the central plateau be independent

of the nature of the particles A and B.

In Fig. 8c we show the distribution that might be expec-

ted from the multiperipheral point of view. There is
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no reason for any break in the distribution; the fluctua-

tions in 21 in the central region must be small-scale

compared to  Y , and the distribution in the middle should,

by factorizatioh, be independent of the nature of both

particles A and B.

Most analyses of data that have a bearing on the

limiting behavior of the one-particle distribution func-

tion fi have made use of a variable introduced by

Feynman (69)

*
2 k,X =

(4.24)4/

where the asterisk is associated with the center-of mass

variables. Since

J k+ d kE A ki

-F
E             rni +  k, )Vz (4.25)

is a relation that is invariant under boosta along the z

axis, we have

r,      E    E-k +  --Pa Ajo- * clig

J 6+ ark 3-k, d, k
d    k :     91  '   A

26' clicr
        cl x  di k

-

/4mz 1 \Yl       8 30.I  E tx        -
\ 5

)        d x    d'f

(4.26)

For  s  large enough so that the limiting region is reached,
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the right-hand side of this equation should become in-

-        dependent of 0- +

·k

Measurements of the backward Tr distribution in

IT-p  reactions,  with the incident lT- energy varying

between  2.15 and 6.0 GeV were recently published by
Anthony et al. (71). Fig. 9  shows a plot of these

data in terms of the variable x  ( Chen et al. (71)),

at  k  = 0. The values of  x  range from - 0.44  to'-

- 0.79, while s  ranges from 5.6 to 12.2 GeV2 . In

terms of the variables  y and  Y, we have the range

3.4 S Y S 4.45 and - 1.08 Sy-i- 1.71 .

Thus we are very definitely dealing with backward

-       fragments of the target. What the figure shows is

that in this range of the x  (or y ) variable, the

distribution 9,  is independent of  s  for  s k, 6 GeV2,

in agreement with the hypothesis of limiting fragmen-

tation..The fact that the cross section for the reac-

tion

TT-    +     r    -1,      Tr- + anything

is somewhat smaller than that for

n- +
F   -0    Tr +

+ anything

gives us some information about the fragmentation of

the proton; the latter has more available channels

so that the result is not surprising.

+ For an early test see Bali et al. (70)

.,
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Further support for the onset of limiting behavior

in  s  comes from analysis of data from Smith et al. (69)

by Chou and Yang (70). Ih the analysis

d e         I- -

J ki  J' 5        -  i-k,   +   mi  )'/•
f' (4.27)

for TT- in p-p collisions at 12.9 , 21.1 and 28.4 GeV/c

incident momenta is plotted withlkl taken equal to
/V

0.2 GeV/c (for want of detailed information). Fig. 10

shows that the curves very nearly coincide, showing

that   for      s >    26   GeV 2   the di stribution appears   to   have
/-'

reached its limiting form.
„

The question of the onset of limiting behavior

is important, since there is evidence that in the

reaction

p  +  p   ..,  .p  +    anything

at 30 GeV/c incident momentum, limiting behavior has

not set in. The data of Anderson et al. (67) shows

that

do-                1- =   -              -  ,·       91      -   i  (k i)d ki 'Ill ( Ell + ml )'1 (4.28)

depends  on  Ils   alone  in the region 0.8 < k* <  2.8Z

GeV/c. This corresponds to x values in the range

0.2 - 0.7 · If this is taken to be the behavior

for  x  fixed, in this range, then (4.28) would suggest
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f X.S L \,z
that   9,-  F(kil f  4 +m i) grows in a manner that is

inconsistent with the slow growth of the multiplicity.

-        Thus it may be that (a).limiting behavior sets in at

higher energies, or (b) the curve shown in Fig.11

cuts off somewhere above  k  2. 2.8 GeV/c at values

of X that decrease as s  grows. To attempt a guess

at what happens we must turn to more detailed and

more speculative ideas of what happens in fragmen-

tation.

A consequence of the fragmentation idea is that

the target fragment distribution should be indepen-.

dent of the nature of the projectile. This can be

checked by looking at one-particle distributions in

the backward direction (x<0) . Recently Ko and

Lander (71) compared their data on

-K+ + p --4  -IT + anything

at 11.8 GeV/c  with the  25 GeV/c data of Elbert,Erwin

and Walker (71) on

Ti- + P
IT -    +   anything

Such a comparison is meaningful because we saw earlier
2

that limiting behavior sets in at  s  as low as  6 GeV .
-

They found that the shape of the IT distribution is

the same in the two cases, as shown in Fig. 12. The

absolute values of the backward cross sections differ
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by a factor of  2-3. One would expect this ratio to

-                             totbe .of the order of   CT     ( 11-p)/ CY tot(K+P) f  1.5,
and the discrepancy is something of a puzzle at these

energies+.

The forward distribution  (x>0) gives us

information about the fragmentation of the projectile.

We have, for large  s  and for  k* >> mw (if weZ

look at pions t. anything) the following relations

mi -3 X<0'Al -e
r,16

(4.29)

9-Y X>0Ni 1x -e
ma

(A=T r or  K;B=p here). Ko and Lander (71) also

compared their forward data with that for I- in

the reaction

+                     -
IT  +P  --9   IT + anything

measured by Biswas et al..at 18.5 GeV/c.

-        + In Regge language, fragmentation without pionization could

be caused by a transmittal of a Regge pole from projectile to
target. At these energies one would expect Pomeron exchange to

dominate. The multiperipheral contamination should also, by

definition, not depend on the projectile.
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The slope of the distribution is the same within experi-
+

mental errors indicating that fragmentation of a A and

a   K+ into  a   A-  +  . . .   is very similar. Incidentally,

data from

IT-  +  p   --1     TT- + anything

will contain a contribution from the reaction in which

the projectile does not fragment (the "leading  W- "

contribution, for  x> 0 only ) and this must somehow

be extracted before a meaningful comparison can be made.

When this contribution is estimated, one again finds

that the Ti- slope, i.e. the parameter 6 in

-                                                              Acr -  6  1 Al
C e (4.30)dx

is of the order of

6  g 7.0 t o.5
F•,w•,A

(4.31)

+
in  agreement  with  the      TT     and K+ slopes. The backward

slopes are all given by

6            -      1 0.5   + 0.7 .

(4.32)6..k    -

within errors.
-

In a study of the TT distribution in 12.7 GeV/c

K+ p  interactions, Stone et al. (71) found the same
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form   for the forward· and backward distribution,   with

b    - 7.14  + 0.20fwd

b    = 9.91  i 0.25back

It should be stressed that there is no reason for the

forward and backward distributions to be the same, since,

except near  x 4 0+, they presumably refer to the frag-

mentation of different particles.

A curious fact was noted by Elbert et al. (71) and

confirmed by Stone  et  al.(71).  If  the  data. on   JCT  /c| ra
-        is plotted against  Pz  in the frame in which

R = I momentum of target |

= 1.5
momentum of projectile

then it turns out that the distribution of pions in

the reactions
1

7 - + p  .4 Tr + anything

at  25 GeV/c (with the leading pion excluded) and

in

+ The use of the variable  x  at very high energies should be

discouraged. If there is a multiperipheral component, then
the  particles so produced will cluster around   x -  0,  and
information in that region may be lost. It may be that this

region is uninteresting, i.e. we have independent emission

and no correlations. Once that fact is established, then

the variable may be useful again.
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+                  -K +p-glT + anything

at 12.7 GeV/c, as well as in

+
W      +      p    -4       TT- + anything

at  7 GeV/c,  is symmetric in Pz  (e.g. Fig. 13 ).

This is the sort of result that gladdens the heart of

the believer in the additive quark model, and yields one

more puzzle for the non-believer! +

rr

+ Stone et al. have constructed a fairly simple model

that reproduces the observed asymmetry in the center
of mass frame. Whether it is simpler to see the proton and

the incoming meson as three quarks and quark-antiquark
without interaction, respectively, is a matter of taste.
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V. DIFFRACTIVE PROCESSES

.

...

In two-body reactions, certain cross sections do not

go to zeto as  s  increases. These are called diffractive

processes. Examples are

(a) all elastic scattering reactions

(b) certain resonance production reactions such as

P       +       P    -D.   p       +       N*(1400)

p + p -* p + N*(1520)

p       +       p    -4    p       +       N*(1690)

(see Fig.14), and

n-    +       p   _,   Tr -   +       N*(1400)

IT-    +       p   -0     11 -  +       N*(1520)
.

W-    +       p    -4    11-    +       N*(1690)

(Anderson et al.(70)

(C) f and W photoproduction.
,.

If we make use of the notion of vector dominance of

photon-induced processes, we may characterize all

of these by the common property that no internal

quqntum numbers need be exchanged in the t-channel.  '

We will sometimes describe this by "Pomeron exchange"

without committment to any specific notion of what the

Pomeron is+. Inclusion of the highest-lying (exchange-

+ Recent reports that preliminary ISR experiments on
p-p scattering show no shrinkage for   s „, 103 imply
that the Pomeron is not on a trajectory. It cannot, by

unitarity, be a fixed pole in the J-plane, so that the

amplitude  isf(t) must be made up of some complicated
set of singularities. Here an optical picture certainly
seems more related to reality!
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degenerate) trajectories (f' , A2 ) with intercept

« (0) % 1/2 predicts the c 2oss section behavior
.

B
or(Sl A+ -

S VL (5.1)

Gribov (67) and Morrison (66,68) have suggested that in

diffraction processes only spin-parity changes of 0+,

1-, 2+,... are permitted. Thus the target proton can

be excited to T = 1/2 states of spin-parity (1/2)+ ,

(3/2)- , (5/2)+,... in agreement with the data of

Anderson ·et al. (66,70) . The same rule should apply to

projectile excitation. Thus the reaction

w-    +      f     =      A T     +     t

should be diffractive. The data of Ascoli et al. (71)

is not very encouraging. It shows no sign of levelling-

off up to 25 GeV/c: a fit made without theoretical

prejudices yields

-0.42

Cr  (S  )       CS           3  2  0      I      PL    (Gewc ) ] rh (5.2)

so that if there is a constant part, this limiting

behavior does not set in until much higher energies

are reached. It could be that the diffractive compo-

nent is suppressed because of the parity change (Byers

and Frautschi (68)).

There is, however, evidence that diffractive processes
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can take place without the final states being resonances,

as first pointed out by Good and Walker (60). In his

review, Franzini (69) shows data on the reaction

TT- +  p -4  (3 11 )-+  p

As Fig. 15  shows, a plot of the spectrum of the three-
+

pion invariant mass, M(11 Tin-) exhibits the following

features: (a) a rapid rise at about 1 GeV, (b) a

suppression of events with M  above 1.5 - 2 GeV ,

and (c) a.broad, energy-independent peak in the region

1.0 - 1.5 GeV. It is true that the  Al and the A  lie2

in that region, but the Al is quite narrow, and the
.

A2 production should decrease like 1/PL . Thus

non-resonant final states are produced diffractively.

Franzini estimates the constant cross section for

the process to be 0.5 mb and this is quite a bit larger

than the total  Al production cross section determined

by Ascoli et al.

Further evidence for the dominance of diffractive

processes in the 8 - 16 GeV region comes from a

longitudinal phase space analysis ( Van Hove (69))

of the reaction

A-     +           9        - *1 T l-      +     IT+      +      p

at 11 GeV/c and 16 GeV/c. The analysis shows that the
+-

T  and H longitudinal momenta are correlated such
+

that if the U goes backward in the center of mass
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system, so does one Tr- , whereas if it goes forward,

so do both Tr- . Thus cases (c) and (d) in Fig.16
.

dominate, and this suggests the dominance of Pomeron

exchange. (Van Hove (70))

The longitudinal phase space analysis was also

applied to the reaction

ir + Tr 0 r

11 ++ r   -*    f   NO  11*  r11 +   TI +     n

at  8 and 16 GeV/c. First the T = 1/2 ( W N  )  produc-

tion cross section was isolated from the T = 3/2

cross section (the interference turned out to be small).

It was found  that the production  of  a  T  =  3/2     (Tr N )

combination decreases very rapidly with energy. The

analysis shows that the cross section for T = 1/2

(* N )  is  constant  in the region of phase space corres-

ponding to the ( Tr N  ) moving backward   in   the   c.m.s.

A rough estimate yields  0.45 1 0.04 mb for the

constant part of the cross section (ABBCC Collabora-

tion (71)).

Finally one may, with Chou and Yang (70), find

support for diffractive processes in the observation
+

made with cosmic  rays,   that the ratio  p /p-       at   sea

level remains  at -  1.25  up  to  100  GeV   (Pal and Peters   (64)).
If at high energies the dominant mechanisms were high

multiplicity mechanisms, then on statistical grounds
t/

the  ratio of 11+/IT- and hence    P / r- would approach  one.
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The imbalance can only be understood if some low multipli-
+

city cross sections remain constant up to these energies.

'             Much needs to be done to clarify diffraction dissocia-

tion:

(a) Do the Gribov-Morrison rules really hold? So far the

evidence for them comes from N* production in the data of

Anderson et al. and from the spin-parity analysis of

M- -4 (911)-  and  K -0 (K* lT ) in nuclei, which shows

alignments corresnonding to 1+ (Good (1970)).

(b) Can both incoming particles be diffractively excited?

So far the evidence is that only one of them is so excited,

but this may be for kinematic reasons: in the reaction
'S

A+B--*C+D

the minimum transfer is

(Mc=- Ml  )( M; - M j)
t                                            (5.3)min =  -          S

at
and a t-dependence of the form e could suppress the

++
cross section at energies studied so far . Experiments

at higher energies will provide the answer.

(c) Do more massive and higher multiplicity clusters

get produced at higher energies? There is some evidence

+The positive excess is presumably due to the fact that

the primaries are protons.
++This is not the explanation if the dependence is of

-alt-tmi. /the form   e
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from

·ir -  + Nucleuf --4     ( sTT)-   +  Nucleus

at 16 GeV/c  ( Huson et al. (68)) that diffractive produc-

tion of ST  states exists, appears to peak at around

2 GeV   and has a cross section of about 15 /*b per nucleon.

The cross section seems to grow with energy (Franzini (69)).

Since the diffractive cross sections remain constant,

they must fall as the multiplicity increases, but they

may fall as slowly as  1/n2  and still form a convergent

series. This would have to be the situation for a pure

fragmentation model with no pionization and growing

multiplicity, or in language introduced in Sec.III,

a two-cluster multiperipheral model.

The multiplicity will be connected to the mass of

the diffractively produced cluster. Let us examine the

kinematical and dynamical constraints on the mass.

Fig. 17 shows the variables. Momentum conservation

yields

n-,

   Z kik   Q*   ki V,     (5.4)
< =1

and in the laboratory frame we have

ml mb
R    =     A-        i             1    =      -E--         ;       t:             rn 1                                     (5.5)

If we define  xi by
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kt . 5- x. (5.6)6 rn &6

         then

-5.- (1  - I. x, )  =  k+ -m,        Q*
mb i=,

For  t =.Q+Q- -   2  to be bounded, and for the single

fragment of the target particle  b  to have a momentum

that does not grow with  s , we must have

M-,

1   Z x.· O (t) (5.7)
6 = 1

Also, since
.L

Timt  _    m.  71 Tic k--   rn,                   D
S   S i=, X:

-1- e
can only De large if  x. for some particles .v  s1

which is certainly counter to the fragmentation spirit,

we also have Q- -- 0( 1/s ), so that  t= -Q 2, and0,4

M. = (S k, ). = (Z 1, )(E k T)  - (2 b , )z
7 /

-   C AT       Z  '  ) (   Q,'    21    T.1'1    )  +    Eb •       Xi' '
.6

rn Li
X E- +E

XU

(5.8)

This can only be large if some of the  xi become very

small. If the ki really only describe fragments of the

projectile, then the  xi cannot be as small as 0(s* ), and
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M2. cannot grow rapidly with s.

Incidentally, this argument restricts the mass more

than coherence arguments  do. The center  of mass momenta

of the projectile  a  and the diffractively produced

state (of mass M ) are respectively
J

.t
/ S + rn1 - mb  l'          i0 - - rna"      -l      * 41       /

i  t it t

P:..    /3.  M -p) -M
Z \13

(5.9)

12         zwhere K = 2 . The coherence condition reads

Ii.-b:IR < 1 (5.10)'IM  I

where  R  is the radius of the interaction region, assumed

constant. The condition thus takes the form
01 at .1 Z  .it

-> Pe     - P M ,     / (5  + m i-m  ) (5  +  M   - F., 1  1 1

R 7/l-
- - + M -ma 

¥* + TA 4 S       4s

-     _L-   (  MI= + r' - rni= - rnb=)- 2 

..

=

i.e.
z J-5

M.L <
..isE... (5.11)

If we allow the fragment momentum distribution to

have a long tail, which, according to the discussion of
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of Sec.IV is necessary to keep distributions limiting

while the multiplicity grows as log s , but which also

is indistinguishable from a multiperipheral distribu-

tion,   then    M2  can  grow  like   -  , for example.

One way in which a two-cluster model could explain

the multiplicity, is to assume that (a) M2 5  s 04

(44 1/2) +and (b) that the "cluster"  is an object

that decays into pions, with an average multiplicity

proportional to the mass. This is necessary for the

boundedness of the transverse momentum in the "cluster"

rest frame, and it is also a characteristic of statis-

tical models. For example, the phase space expression

for the decay of an object of mass  M  into n massless

pions,

          =   /Ml  \"-2                         9  71
n         <   161Tz / (n-,11 (n-z): (5.12)

peaks at  n = M/4-IT . A model embodying this point of

view has been constructed by Hwa (71)++.

It will not be easy to distinguish between a

purely diffractive picture, favored by BCYY and Hwa,

and a picture in which low multiplicity events are

+ This is not meant to imply that all clusters are so

massive, but merely that this is a realizable upper
limit for the mass of the cluster.
++

A similar model, with a different objective, was
also discussed by Rajaraman (70).
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diffraction-dominated, and high multiplicity events are

multiperipheral, as proposed by Wilson (70), who also

suggested the fol·lowing test: consider p-p interactions

at fixed, high s, and study  CT  (s) for the productionnc

of n charged secondaries. According to Wilson's view

there should be a dip ·in  CT  (s) vs. n between smallnc·
n (diffraction) and the region  n *4 log s. Unfortuna-

tely log s.is not that large, and fluctuations of order

(log s)* could wash out the dip, especially if both the

target and the projectile undergo diffraction disso-

ciation. Another test might be to study pions emitted

at 90' in the center of mass system: These should come

from the multiperipheral component, and their distri-

butions should be independent of the incident particles.

A possible way to study the diffraction dissocia-
2

tion at one vertex (as a function of M  ) is to work

in the kinematic region corresponding to the graph

of Fig.17, with the target unchanged in the collision.

Following the discussion in Sec.IV we see that we must

work near the kinematic boundary given by eq.(4.7)

i.e. at

k- = mb( 1 - 0(m2/S)) (5.13)

where all the k   are of order  mp/s, i.e. most probably

fragments of the projectile. For fixed momentum transfer,

+For two-body reactions such cross sections are very small,

because they involve very. large momentum transfers. This

need not be the case when there is a multiperipheral

component.

1
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E =     1'6 - k )1 2  rn6'    -     2  m 6    k o (5.14)

we may approach the kinematic boundary by decreasing kz.

The allowed region is defined by

k o     -     k 2       5       rn 6

i.e.

ki 2 k. - mb - rn*
2mb -t

2 mb

t            k 6.1.1
2 n,6           2

(5.15)

1 1

Note that (5.13) implies that kbdry = 11 /Zmb i.e.

t = - ki . Now the distance in kz from the boundary is

related to the mass of the cluster at the projectile

vertex. We have              '                                       «

+                          1

M     =      (9• +P 6-k) =     2       5-k   6     -k-     1        +     rn 6
rr,6

3  1- C mb - k. + ka
m 6

k hdr,1

=   A  ( 1'1 -    i    ,
(5.16)

Hence with t fixed and s large and fixed, it is possible

by varying

64ry \S      (62- ka j (5.17)

to vary M2 .
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More concretely, the amplitude corresponding to

the graph on Fig.17 is given by

Wp (t)
M               Y  ( p.,  Q  ;   h, . . .   k. .,  1     f;   C t)    < A;  

(5.18)

Here  Y (pa,Q;kl...k  .)  is a generalized vertex function,n-1

 b(t) is the more familiar particle-Pomeron coupling, and

the last factor is the standard Regge propagator. Generally

such a factor is written as  ( s/so ) r because the./-( t)

masses of the incoming and outgoing states are fixed,
2.

but here the variation of one of the masses ( M ) is

important. The dependence comes from the fact that

the   s dependence really comes from   Ff (-z t)   forp .

 zt  )>  1 , where  zt is the cosine of the scattering

angle in the t-channel+ and

1, =    * -Is+ E   -   M'  -miz-  Zmbz

t- imt      [lt -11'- rn.r )' - 4 M'rn; 19* (5.19)

If the target remains a single particle, but changes its

mass to »  , then (cf.eq. (2.21))

t (25 +t- M'-m -m  -I.')   IM'.m.z)(pz- m )
Zt W [ (t- (I t- rn.)')(t-(F+ mb)  )(t-(M-m.)')(t- IM+m.)']'11  (5.20)

+Reggeism has its origin in the t-channel partial wave

expansion. Our expression does not take into account helicity.
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For  s >) M2 >>   m2 , m2 , t the relevant dependence

is  s/M2. Another way of obtaining this dependence is

to require that (5.18) go over smoothly into what one

obtains  in the multi-Regge region. There  we  have,

with  s12 = (q + kn-1)2  and  s2n = (kl+k2+...kn-1)2 = M2

the result that

Of, |t'         / Sil 5,1" i of p 'tl Ar (t)
( S., )

, 1- ,         { )            (5.21)i Sz. 3
Not surprisinkly, the same factor emerges in dual

models ( see e.g. Chang et al.(70)).

The cross section is given by

8 <r  =       (21)1       *3-k-      dik,-   ...      Cls Irn-,        8  <  k,  +···  +   Irn-,  +  9-  pa- '6 )
4 F.6 2 ke Zk,O 2k "-t,0

I YCP•, Q; k,... k.0,))z  I fb It)11   (s/M')2<""

Hence

ac- (2 N )1Zke - -     I  f. Ct )  '    s/M' ) zu' Ct)d' k 4 56

S.     F  fi      J,k       S  C  Eki-   r,  -CA)   I  Y  (r                       " '.,Q; k'...) , /=, 2 k,o lCI

We may now define a "cross section" for the process

"Pomeron" + A ---t anything

and this is given by

:
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9(MI. t)= 13111 0  rTT' o'1ts S (p.+ Q -Ilei)|'S It  (5.22)
4   For      St    J   £9,        2 ki.4

-        With

F.p =  [(A.Q)*- ml t 1 'z     - E (5.23)gi

we finally get+

de f  S  )20(p (El -12 ko  - -'
1    P 6   (t  )  l e    ar    C Mt,   t  )     l     r1-, )

(5.24)
d'k -

Note  that we require  that   'VI/s  =   /ml << 1.   All  that  we  know

about 9 (M2,t) is that when the incoming particle is a

pion, it .has a bump coming from three pion states in the

region M = 1.0 - 1.5 GeV, and more detailed structure

shows up at values of M corresponding to baryon resonan-

ces of T = 1/2 when the incoming particle is a proton.

If the Pomeron acted like a particle we might expect that

(1-(,16  &  1   '        A ( *1     +
B (t)

(M'j" (5.25)

with the second term coming from the exchange of the

+Eq.(5.24) was first derived from the multi-Regge model by

Chew, G.F. and Pignotti, A., 1968 Summer Study, Vol.3, N.A.L.
1968. It also appears in Caneschi and Pignotti (69),

Silverman and Tan (70), DeTar et al.(71),Peccei and Pig-
notti (71) and Feynman (69). For a really quantitative

comparison,   Ph (t) should be redetermined from two-body

reactions using  Fa (- lt) rather  than the conventional   ( s/so):
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degenerate   , P' , A2,... trajectories. There is a

difficulty with this, however. Making use of the fact

that we may  write

do. de dez ko =  2 k- =  25
d'k Jk,   Yr  d k  J k- 7-         d t  d M z

we get, with a flat Pomeron,  4 (t) = ct
m,T 

dE = Tr_
F   J M'    1  F, (t)|'   2s  2* -1

. 1-2 *
dt 25  J (M1) 0,(Mlt)

mz
1-04

g Fs
20(-2

A (4)   I  p, it) 1= ffs) 4 <  1
2   (1-01)

ce        Jr    A  (t)      I   p,  I t )1.     *   6 1 s 4 = 1

(5.26)

Thus if 4=1, Jobj L      and   aiso cY grow like log s.

This is not inconsistent with general principles (the

Froissart (61) limit allows  (log s)2 growth), but there

is no evidence for such growth at this time, and from a

geometrical point of view double diffraction is difficult

to understand: One may get around this by modifying (5.25)

or by requiring that cl < 1. It is the latter point

of view that has excited much interest among theorists

working on multiperipheral models ( Chew and Pignotti (68),

Abarbanel et al. (71)). The total cross section data show

+
This is especially true if the Pomeron is indeed flat,

as suggested by preliminary experiments at very large s.
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B'.f &1

.3·' 21·.t J

that « must be very close to 1, and this makes the proposal

somewhat artificial+. The difficulty, incidentally, per-

sists if the Pomeron lies on a trajectory (Finkelstein

and Kajantie (68)). The same kind of difficulties arise

in a three cluster model (Fig.6 ) when two Pomerons are

exchanged, since there is: an additional power of log s

for each Pomeron. It would be interesting to check whether

experiments bear out the suppression of double Pomeron

exchange.

In the 25 GeV/c region,. the analysis of Lipes et

al (69) shows that there is no sign of double Pomeron

exchange in the reaction

T r-   +     p        -0        lr-       tx         +       r

L-4   Tr +  + Tr -

wilson (70) suggests the following experiment to test

whether the mechanism is present at higher energies.

Consider the reaction

P+F-4  1+X+P
L W. , T-

with nion pairs very slow in the center of mass frame

of the incident particles. In the 25 GeV/c region, with

both R large, the matrix element is presumably
XP

1described by a Pomeron and a meson trajectory ( f I.../

as in the Lipes et al. reaction. The X will therefore

+
This is a subjective statement. Chew and collaborators

associate the deviation from 1 with the smallness of a

triple Pomeron coupling (see p. 70).
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consist of a f some of the time, and the cross section,

as a function of M2  will peak in the  F  region. If

-      the double Pomeron mechanism exists, it will take over

at some higher energy. With two Pomerons, the X must have

T = 0, i.e. it cannot be a f . One would therefore

expect to see a broadening of the f peak, though

there is no way of estimating at what energies this

would happen.

1
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VI. REGGEISM FOR INCLUSIVE REACTIONS

In this section we continue our discussion of

inclusive processes, i.e. reactions of the type

*

A+B-*C+ anything

and begin with a generalization of the configuration

shown in fig.17, to the situation that  C / B. We

+are still in the kinematic region

k- = mb( 1 - 0(m2/s)) (6.1)

If  C/B, trajectories other than the Pomeron will

contribute to the exchange, and eq.(5.18) must be

generalized to

I *i (*)

1'1= 21 Y, (F.,Qi k.... k.-,) f:, (t) (ifi  j (6.2)

where the subscript refers to the exchanged trajecto-

ries,   and    Y,          8 i           are the couplings  of  the
, /bc

trajectories at the two vertices. Algebraic manipula-

tions.identical to those following eq.(5.21) lead to

the inclusive cross section

+ In this section, as at the end of Sec.V we ignore the

experimental problems associated with obtaining the

resolutions necessary to explore the region in the

vicinity of the kinematic boundary.
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\ 4, (t) + 06 it) -1aer 1 8 .*
th. i,ks   t:. t., fi. 't)    (r,JIM' t) (A.) (6.3)

where

(2Tt)4fj (Mt, 6) SS  --FF  Aij (M;l)

-      13-Ell   F.   J T T  -   8(9. +Q-   I ki)
r n.,  d3 ki

Z Mt n a, 2ke<

w      YL   (P..Q  ;     k. . .   14-,)   Yj" ( ;   0..Qk kn-,)(6.4)

is the "cross section" for the reaction

A+ (Reggeon)i ---0 A+ (Reggeon) 

in the forward direction.Wang and Wang (71) made the

intriguing suggestion that duality considerations be

applied to A.. . If duality is applicable, ene would
1J

expect two contributions to Aij : one, in which the

trajectories "scatter" off particle  A by Pomeron exchange,

the other, in which they exchange a series of trajec-

tories k. According to duality, the former describes

the background, and the latter can be replaced by

a sum of resonance terms (Freund (68); Harari (68)),
2

i.e. resonances in the variaole  M . The chain of

reasoning is illustrated in Fig. 18. We thus write

,   . '0(p(0) ResA j IM',t) = ¥liip (t)  ,p (6)(,1.) +    A  i (6.5)
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There are now two classes of reactions to be considered:

in the first the internal quantum numbers of particles B and

-        C are identical, so that the Pomeron can couple to them; in

the second B/C i n the above sense, so that "i"  will

not include the Pomeron. Examples of the first class of

reactions are

P+P -0 P+X

and

T- + P -I.IMI P+X

Actually the reaction

TT- + p -It     TI-   +     X.

also belongs to this class, provided the n is a leading

particle, i.e. it carries off most of the momentum. This

corresponds to reversing "projectile" and "target" in

Fig.17. Since the inclusive cross section is invariant

2 k. d-21 25 dar
(6.6)ask -iF d t  d Mz

and so is the condition for working near the kinematic

boundary, when written in the form (cf. (5.16))

Mz-<<1
S                              (6.7)

the last reaction can be analyzed as is, provided the

cross section is plotted as a function of  t  and  M2 .
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'

t

For these reactions it is enough to let "i" range

over the Pomeron (P) and exchange-degenerate Vector-Tensor

meson trajectories (M),with  d M(0) = 1/2. Then (6.3) reads

4 91 Ag
(2Nif    d i  aMz

- '2*plt) .\ W r 10) gis \

1  2:, (t) 1.  C 31.) C 1ppr 16) pepl (O) (M-1 + AFF)

+     RefB '  (t )  Ni  {t)* )    f 5-    1
_    4(p (t  + 0 M (Ll

\ 1 bc \Mz /

i  .       1  ,   0'p
c o) Rei 11•  C 1 pr„ It) PA Co)(M +  ApM /

1. 4 0 1 6 1 0(plol       Res )M Itis\
It) Na (0)  (M' )       +     A+ 1 2.,lt)' l A.)   ( 1'M„ rlrl ,/

(6.8)

after the appropriately writteh form of (6.5) is substi-

tuted. For reactions of the second class, only the third

term remains, if we restrict ourselves to the dominant

meson exchange. The modification required if baryon

exchange is required, or if there are competing trajectories,

is trivial to carry out. For example in

11-    +    P     _-*     r    +   x

with  p  in the backward direction we would expect only

the last term with the  6  (instead of the M ) trajec-

tory contributing ( and  t  replaced by  u ).
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Wang and Wang+(71) have observed the following:

(a) If the triple-Pomeron coupling is negligible, as

suggested by recent studies of the multiperipheral

bootstrap models (e.g. Chew et al.(70)), so that

9  i p p   (t)      - 0 (6.9)

then the resonant contribution es(M2,t), if it isPP

nonvanishing, grows relative to the background (coming

from the second term) as  s  increases. The relative

importance grows as  (s/M ) -/S Also the
2   «p-   M           h

energy dependence of the background in dw/dtd M'

«M-1*        should be ,v s . Figures 19 and 20 show the

fall-off of the background with growing s, as seen

in the data of Anderson et al. (66),(69),(70). An

estimage of the rate of fall-off of the background

is consistent with the prediction.

(b) When there is no Pomeron exchange, there should

be no energy dependence of the background relative to

the resonant contribution. Fig.21 shows data on

K-+ p -4 p+X(p backward) from Anderson et al.(69)

which supports the prediction.

The beautiful analysis of Wang and Wang give us

much reason to be encouraged about the extension of

ideas developed in two-body reactions to inclusive

reactions. So far, however, we have limited ourselves

to the kinematical region that most closely simulates

two-body reaction conditions, i.e. the case where the

+ See also Ting and Yesian (71).
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target fragments into just one particle. There are two

other situations that need to be discussed: (i)  the case

where the particle under consideration is just one of

several fragments  of the target+,   and   (ii)   the   case

where the particle is a pionization product. The

first of these corresponds to a nonvanishing  k-

constrained by

k- < mb (6.10)

It should be stressed that  k- cannot be too small. If

it is.0(s-*) the particle is a pionization product; if

-1it is 0(S ) the particle is a fragment of the projectile.

Here

M2  =  C A+V b-k)1  =  5  -  1:- P.  -   1:+ Pb  - ' . '

3  5 - k-s/mb

.      S     (1    -    le-/mb ) .(6.11)

2
i.e.  M /s  is smaller than 1 but not infinitesimally

small. The second case may be characterized by the

fact that the particle momentum is finite (i.e. not of

order s or s ) in the center of mass frame. Equivalently34

we may say that k  is relativistic with respect to

+ In our discussion we have concentrated on the fragmentation

of the target. To discuss the fragmentation of the projectile

it is simplest to make a Lorentz transformation to the rest
frame of particle A. There  Pa = (ma,0.m ). Pb= (mbma/s,O,s/ma),a
the kinematic boundary is  k+= ma in terms of the projectile

system variables, etc.
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both Pa and Pb. In both cases the particle under considera-

tion is not sufficiently distinguished to allow us to

write down some sort of matrix element that weuld be the

appropriate counterpart of (5.18), unless we assume

some sort of multiperipheral model. If we consider the

matrix element that corresponds to· fig.22, the inclusive
cross section is given by

d<z                      13111£ F    fr         1--Ef     s  ( ,0   . . . .  +  6..   k   -p. -  r.)2 ko - =
d'k 4 F.6 "J i=,  Z koi

t1

1   Y.    (  h,  0 1;    k, . . .k, )  1
tZ

1 Yb  (Fb, Q, ;  k.*,... k-) 1
2 4,(t) ,2 42 (61)

1 Y (QI,Q,)1' (2'.) ('4)

(6.12)

Here  the  Y  's are the couplings of the Reggeons  at  the

three vertices, and the last two factors are the variables

that for large cluster masses approach sL/M2  and
SR/M2   respectively. In general

4.           1  \z    f t, IZSL+ 6,- ML- rn; - 4-l,]+(Me-m.)(p'-t,) 
t, =  1

{(l, - t, - Ii,)'- 1 r' t,}-V' { (t, - ML - rna')'- 1 M, rnz }- 72

(6.13)

and similarly for  zt .

"
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Also
SL =   C  P. -Q, )  .     (  k  +

k 1 +... + k.)1

SR = (Pb-Q,)z= (1:+ k r*t +... + 6.)z

M  =  (P.+Q,),= (k,+... +1:r)z
lz

MAz " (96 + Q,)== (kr.,+ ··'+ kn) (6.14)

We rewrite (6.12) in the form

21:.   fLE-   =   (2Tr )4 r 1 r
- J Jt, Idl, f dMZ fJMA ldQ,fdQ,ds k 4 F.6

Sit,-Qf) S (t,-Qi) S ((p.+Q,),-MZ)

S     ((Pb +  Q, ) -M i)    S  (Q,+Qz  +  k)

1  7  C Q, , (R e) | =    <  2 t, ) 1 7£, 1
, 2 4,(t,1 1 41 (t z)

#fG * d'ki- S (P.+Q,- k,- ··- Ir-) 1 1.1'. 
l = 1 21:04

n      d'ki
{f   TT       - 1( ,b.Q, -1' r+1 -... - b.  )  ly,12,

3:r*, 2 12 ej

(6.15)

We may again, convert the last integrals into cross sections

for Reggeon + particle by inserting the appropriate flux

factors. We get                                         '

2k. Cl u  =  4  -   JE, dtz JML J MR  I Y (Q„Qt)'L33 k (211)* F46

(Z e, / (Z,l) Fl Q,   Fi Q,
\Z 4, (t,1 19(1 (tt,

I     I t,,#.,FiL,M R  )     0   (M L  ,  t, )   Cr   C  Ma  ,  t. )

(6.16)
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Here

Fa 4,  (94'Q,)'- rn,  t, )9' ,   FbQ1 =    (P•.Q•)z- rn: E: 1,/1

and

I (t'.t„ MZ. M;) ,  dQ,  S (Q,z- b,) S ((Q.+1,)'-tz)

S   (  ( h + Q, 1.-  M:  )

S  ( (E,-k-Q,)'- M;  
(6.17)

The integral may be evaluated. It is given by

I (t„t:, M , M,1 )
1 6    \f-TIT

(6.18)

where the determinant

1 Q,1 Q,·k Q,· PA Gil  Fb

8                  k.9 1            1»,                  k. t. k· Pb  |

1
1

r..QI PA. k rna Pa' Pb
1..

1 h. Q. /6.A pb ' Pa      n'&      (6.19)

is evaluated by computing its elements from the delta

functions that enter into I. The physical region is

limited  to  one  sign  of    6   (6<  0).

With sufficiently simple forms for the unknown

cross sections and the Reggeon-Reggeon-particle
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Here

F. 4,  ( p.·QI)'- rn: t, )" ,   F Q, =  ( (1'6.Q.)'- rn: tz ),/ 

and

I (ti. t., M2. M )*  dQ, S (Q,'- i.1 S ((Q. + k)'-tz)

S  (( P. + Q.),-  M:  )

S  ( (P,-k-Q,)'- M:)
(6.17)

The integral may be evaluated. It is given by

I (t„tz, M , MJ )
16 flol

(6.18)

where the determinant

1 Q,1 Q, ··k Q, . PA Q i  '  Fi

IL

6         .       A.Q,     . Pl k. ta k· tb  |

1 1

h . QI ra. k rna Pa. Pb

1    h. Q. Pi.h  bof#      rn        (6.19)

is evaluated by computing its elements from the delta

functions that enter into I. The physical region is

limited  to  one  sign  of   6   (6<  0).

With sufficiently simple forms for the unknown

cross sections and the Reggeon-Reggeon-particle
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coupling, the integral may be evaluated (Silverman and

Tan (70); Bali et al. (70)). The results are naturally

somewhat model dependent, and look complicated. They do

show limiting behavior and scaling, in the sense that

Lim   1 (s,x,5) exists, if we take for the trajectories
S 4•0

0( (0) = 1.

Recently a more model-independent way of

deriving these (and other) results, has become available

through the important observation of Mueller (70), that

the inclusive cross sections are related to a part of

the discontinuity of the matrix element for the reaction

A+B+ C(k) --+ A+B+ C(k)

as shown in Fig.23. The cross section may be written as

2 k. d.21 (2 Tr )4
d'k

- A     (s,      p.. k '      r;  '   1  )
1 56

=         (i n,4          Z        I     M       /   s              Mz           '1'

tz

n i + / +, rc+, ··· )  4 F.6   w

(6.20)

where we schematically wrote the r.h.s. as a sum over the

squares of amplitudes for

A + B -* C(k) + Xn

The variables

s = (Pa + Pb)2

M2 = (Pa + Pb - k)2
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and the set of variables that characterize a given state

X  . symbolized byn'
1-

 U<     =    (Pa   +    Pb    -    qi) 2

are to be evaluated just above the physical cut: the

notation s  ' . . . . is  snorthand  for   s  +  i G  , . . . .  In

addition to energy variables, which are timelike, and for

which the prescription is necessary, there are momentum

transfers which have values below their thresholds, and

do not therefore need a prescription.

If the only singularities are the normal threshold

singularities, then

1.

M  (s.,M'*,... ) M „    (s-, M- '... (6.21)

This is known as hermitian analyticity. We may thus write

A (s, p#.k, Pb'k) = 21 M. (s..M'*,p' 1          z         \
0+ . . . ) M, C s., M., PL....)

'I

1      2 1=   M. 15+ ' M.,pj.-) M„ Is., M , p (+... 3

/ ir ,  2\
+ I. M„(9+ .M+ ,p,+...,1 M„ (s-, M_, pi. ..)

- Mn Is+, M., p.·+ ...)  2 1

=  Disc,41 M (A +B+ C(lt) -+ A+B+ C(k))

+     R  ( s,  P.. 6 ,  F, · It ) (6.22)
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The first term is identified as the discontinuity in M2

of the amplitude for the forward reaction

A+B+C(k)--4 A+B+C(k)

This identification is particularly easy to make if we
2

go into a region of the variables in which only M  lies

above a physical threshold. In that case s =s etc.+ -

since all of these variables lie in a region in which

there is no cut. According to Stapp (71) and Tan (71)

who have analyzed this problem with some care, it is

possible to start in this region (in which the remainder

term R(s, pa· k , p6 0 k ) vanishes) and find a path of

analytic continuation to physical values of  s , etc.

such that the remainder term never appears. This is

a rather delicate problem that we are not prepared to

discuss here; Tan suggests that it is possible that

only for the graph structure implied by the multiperi-

pheral model (and dual resonance models) that such a

continuation is straightforward. It is possible to extend

the argument to inclusive reactions in which more than one

particle is detected, i.e. C(k) is replaced by several

particles. The connection with the S-matrix suggests that

an expansion of A(s,Fa.k, 6.k ) in 0(2,1) harmonics be

_                  possible. For large    s,    Fa'k    of  0(s)  and  N. k finite,

one is dealing with target fragmentation. The procedure is:

+This is the technical name for what we have been calling the

crossed channel partial wave expansion. The basic theory is due

to Toller (65). For further discussion see Jones et al (71)

and Abarbanel (71).
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(i) Choose the frame in which particle B is at rest,

i.e. the laboratory frame. In that frame

P           =             (mae Y     ,         O,0,         mae  -  Y a

Pb =  (mb ,  0,  0,  mb ) (6.23)

k =
C   m.L  e s   ,      k;    0    0,       m.t.  0-  )

and
Y

S= m.  m,   e

M20  m. er (mb - rni e-9 ) ct s ( 1   ·TE e- 9 
rmb

f,0k  =  rn  mi  co,6 9b

.

f4. k =  m. mA cost, ( Y-Y) (6.24)

(ii) Following Jones et al. (71) write the 0(2,1)

expansion
1

A =
f dt,  f J X  A:,., C  , ,  k.)

d:  CY)
Lr,f

(6.25)

The labels
i» and

X may be interpreted as analytic

continuations of helicity differences and angular
-

momentum, respectively in the A A channel. Since

we will not discuss predictions of spin dependence in

this brief summary (see Abarbanel and Gross (71)) our

only concern is with the asymptotic behavior
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A                             X Y
d.  CY) 'v e (6.26)&r,f

With an appropriate assumption about the singularities

of A,1„(y,k ) in the A plane, a deformation of contours

similar to the one familiar from two-body Regge theory

suggests the asymptotic f6rm

A  (s,   p, .  k.    Vb '  k)      -*      s. '      f      (   9.    1: * ) (6.27)

If 4 = 1, corresponding to Pomeron-like behavior, then

(6.22) will have a limiting distribution, since the

factors of  s  cancel.+  If the next singularity in the

A plane yields a secondary 0 - 1/2 as in two-body

reactions, then

ak. d.21 P,   (li,,  k  )    +    mi f, (6.28)d' k (k'' B)5 '/&       1

i.e. limiting behavior is approached quite rapidly.

In the pionization region, both  · k and pb· k  are
large, of order s . Here Mueller suggests a double

»

+ If, instead of a Pomeron-like pole, there is a cut,

then an asymptotic behavior like  s (log s) couldP

occur. This implies a violation of limiting behavior,

but not necessarily an unphysical situation (cf. Fig. 8a).

In the presence of cuts the factorization of the function
f (y,ki) into a term that depends on particle A  and one

that depends on BC  would also.be violated. This will be

testable.
1
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expansion. Here we work in the rest frame 6f particle C

-        and take

k= CY, 0, 0, p)

 6   =     ( rn 6  e- "  0,0, mbe't I

 a = Tna (ch 9, + $6 9, cos +. 36 9, Sin + , C) J

(69, -Shy, Cos + ,
(6.29)

the latter to conform with Mueller's notation. An expan-

sion of the type

(fc A X'A  ,   J}J f dp· Ap' J A J A'  Z   A       (0)
Tf' tr'...

A           .A'

d ir,r   (  9, 3       d.   ·     ,    ( 3, )'¥'T
(6.30)

yields the asymptotic behavior

9,  4 1    +   3,0( :
A (s. p.. k, Tb' k ) . e f(4)

(6.31)

We note that

5  57   Z rn. mk  (chy, chtl: + 569,569. ca+  

F· 0  &    =        rn.  p    c M  y,

Pb ·k        rr,6  1,  ch Y z (6.32)

Furthermore, a little algebra shows that

Pr -  kz
COS 4 X -I.* (6.33)

r. +  k.
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Hence if 4, 4,    =    1,     we    have         A    **     S   f  (0)           i.e.

a r2 k.  -    --+     f   C k') (6.34)
Ji k

...

It is not clear, of course, whether double Pomeron exchange

is permitted here, when it seems to be forbidden in the

multiperipheral graph structures, but that is not a

question we are prepared to discuss here.

The method outlined above can be used to discuss

the behavior near the kinematic boundary (DeTar et al.(71))

and to make some predictions about the spin dependence

(Abarbanel and Gross (71)). We shall content ourselves

with this impressionistic glimpse of what promises to be

the new phenomenology of many-particle reactions, except

to draw attention to some observations of Chan et al. (71):

The two terms in (6.28) have their origin in different
1

Regge poles,   with 9, coming from Pomeron exchange  and    ft

from P' and S exchange. In the reactions

:t

n.             +                  --4         C         +      an, Ainj

where  C  is a fragment of the target,

2 1* .        d.51    =      f,      +       B..     (   f,'  (P' )     f      fic  r )) (6.35)
d 'k                                            5 4

k
the change in sign coming from the coupling of  f  to  

Thus the relation

2  k ,/ d_21 d-9-\ al
\ d'k d'   k         )                      s   '/*          f, '       C     f

) (6.36)
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Similar conclusions can be drawn for pairs of reactions

initiated by K+ and K- , or  p  and     as projectiles.

One may also extend duality, in the form of the

association of exotic quantum numbers in a physical channel

with energy iridependence of the di scontinuity, to in-

clusive reactions. There does not, as yet, exist a counter-

part of Finite Energy Sum Rules for three-particle

S matrix elements, but it is possible to draw duality

diagrams. When this is done with some care in identi-

fying which are the timelike channels+, then the rule

emerges that the cross sections in which the quantum
-

numbers of (A+B) and (A+B+C ), i.e. the "summed over"

channel, are exotic, are constant in the same way that

the K+p  cross .section is constant. For example

*
K+ +p -,TT + anything

should have a cross section that is constant from energies

of 2 GeV/c up, if K+p  is any guide.

In our discussion of inclusive reactions, we have

concentrated on

A+B C  +  anything

because these are easiest to measure. With the development

of the Mueller-Regge phenomenology, some fairly well

+ Ellis et al. (71) point out that the rule of Chan
et al. (71) which did not require that  .AB also be exotic

leads to a contradiction, if factorization is used.
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defined predictions c6ncerning more complicated inclusive

reactions such as

A·  +   B  --D   C( .k l)    +   C(k 2) + anything

emerge+. Our sketchy treatment of the formalism of the

0(2,1) expansions does not allow us a detailed discussion

of such predictions.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig.1 The multiperipheral graph that defines the

variables used in the discussion of the model.

Fig.2 (a) Graphical representation of the reaction

P' +Tr -   --4   •IT +    +  Tr -    +    n    for low momentum

transfer between the proton and the neutron.

(b) Multiperipheral representation of the

-                        +                         -reaction  p + Tr -*lT +     Tr        +     n,   w i t h

the off-shell pion-pion scattering described

by f exchange.

Fig.3 Multiperipheral graph for many-pion production

dominated by pion exchange.

Fig.4 Typical distribution of transverse momenta in

Tr- p at 25 GeV/c, from Elbert et al.(68).
Fig.5 A  comparison  o f the experimental  T[ +  TT-

elastic cross-section with an extrapolated Regge

fit, from Fox (69).

Fig.6 A multiperipheral cluster graph.

Fig.7 (a) Fragmentation in the center of mass frame.

(b) Fragmentation with. pionization in the center

of mass frame. C describes the pionization

products.

Fig.8 (a) One particle distribution for two values of

Y (with Y2 > Yl ) for a "fireball." model.

(b) One particle di stribution for a hadronic
breakup model shown in Fig. 7b.

(c) One particle distribution with a multiperi-

pheral component.
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Fig.9 The pion distributions measured by Anthony et al.

(71), plotted. as a function of incident energy

and  x = 2kz/s* . The dashed. lines are hand-

drawn through the points of equal x. (From

Chen et al. (71)).

Fig.10 Distribution 6f d V/dkz for E- in p-p col-
lisions from the analysis of Chou and Yang(70).

The dotted, dot-dashed and solid curves are for

12.9, 21.1 and 28.4 GeV/c incoming momenta.

Fig.11 Plet of d G/dkzd2k from Anderson et al.(67)

as a function of k; . The pion cross section

curve is the one with the strong  k; dependence.

Fig.12  Plot of d«bl  for 11'- produced in K+p collisions
at 11.8 GeV/c. Solid line is fit to data. Dashed

line represents 25 GeV/c I-p  data of Elbert

et al.(71). The numbers represent slope para-

meters.

Fig.13 Longitudinal momentum distribution of Tr- in
the "quark model" center of mass frame (from

Stone et al.(71)).

Fig.14  Cross sections for two-body diffractive reac-

tions from Anderson  et  al. (66).  Note  fall  off

of nondiffractive   p +p-I p+ N*(1240) .

Fig.15 Spectra of M (11 11- n ) from the reaction

I- +  P  -D    (31T )-  +  p     at  13  and  20  GeV/c,

from Ioffredo et al.(68)
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Fig. 16  Four possible correlations of the 11*TI 11- in the

final state of  11-p -* 211-TT p. The arrows are

drawn to show the forward (to the right) and

backward (to the left) directions in the c.m.s.

Cases (a),(b) require a charge exchange; cases

(c),(d) can proceed diffractively.

Fig.17  Momenta in diffraction excitation of projectile.

The same graph describes target fragmentation

near its kinematic limit k- = mb. The exchange

may, in that case, not be the Pomeron, since

-   particle  c  may be different from b  in its

internal quantum numbers.

Fig.18  Graphical relation between inclusive cross sec-

tion and three-Reggeon coupling. "DiscM2 " means

that the absorptive part of the three-Reggeon

matrix element is to be taken, with the discon-

tinuity in the variable  M2 = (Pa + Pb - k)2

Fig.19  Plot of d 0-/dtdM against   M    for  n- +  p -4

I-+ anything, at 8 and 16 GeV/c. The data is

from Anderson et al.(70)

Fig. 20    Plot  of d a/dtdM against  M  for    p  +  p   --*

p + anything, at 6.1, 9.9, 15.1 and 20.0 GeV/c.

The data is from Anderson et al.(66)

Fig.21  Plot of d G /dMd-fl against  M for backwardlab

p in I-+ p -+ p + anything, at 8 and 16 GeV/c.

The data is from Anderson et al.(69)
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Fig. 22  Graphical representation of matrix element for the

emissioh of a particle from a multiperipheral graph.

Fig. 23  Graphical representation of inclusive cross section

for A+B- 'C+ anything as a discontinuity in the

variable M2 = (Pa+Pb-k)2 in the amplitude for

A+B+C- *A+B+C.
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